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1 Introduction

Little is known about completions of orthomodular lattices (abbreyiatcd O~ILs).

A complete modular ortholaitiee cannot contain an infinite pairwise perspecth-c

orthogonal set (see. Amemiya·Halperin [3))~ so the finite or cofinite dimensional

subspnces of an infinite dimensional Hilbert space is a modular ortholattice which

cannot be embedded into a complete modular ortholattice_ It remains an open

question whether e....ery O:rvlL can be embedded into a complete OML.

It is known that the MacNeille completion of an O?\'!L is not necessarilr ortho

modular_ The standard example of this, and pre,-iously the onl~' one known~ is

based on a theorem of Amemiya and Araki [2}. This theorem states that for an in

ner product space lr, if we consider the ortholattice £(IT, .L) = {.4 ~ r : .4 = o4..1.J. }

where .4..1. is the set of elements orthogonal to .4., then .c(V~..L) is an OML if and

only if l' is complete. Taking t.he OML L of finite or cofinite dimensional subspaces

of an incomplete inner product space V, the ortholattice £(IT,1.) is a MacNeille

completion of L which is not orthomodular. However, L can be embedded into the

complete OML £(V,.L), wh('re ti is the completion of the inner product space V.

The only positive results about MacNeille completions of OMLs are given by

.Janowitz [14] and Bruns et. al. [i]. Janowitz showed that the MacNeille completion

of an indexed OML is again an indexed OMt. Bruns et. al. showed that a variety

generated b~' a single finite OML is closed under MacNdlle completions. There is

still no useful characterization of the OMLs which have orthomodular MncNcille

completions. That there are so few positive results about MacNeille completions

of OMLs is not surprising, the misbehavior of the MacNeille I;ompletion has been

well documented for the case of distributive lattices: in [10] Funayama produces a

distibutive lattice whose MacNeille completion is not :nodular and in [13] I show

that an)'lnttice can be embedded into the MacNeille completion of some distributive

lattice.

The contents of this thesis are in large measure devoted to extending the results

of Bruns et. al.. Specifically. it is shown that a "nriet~· generated by a set of
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011Ls, a chain in anyone hm-iug at most 11 + 1 c1emC'nts. is dosed und.'r ~lat·:'\l'ili.·

completions. The crucial first step is taken in the second s('ction. whert' it is shown

that an 01-1L in such a variety is directly irreducible if and only if it is simpll'.

The mechanism of this proof is to provide certain pol~'nomialsO\'er th.· giwu O~IL

which locc.lly return the least central upper bound of a gh'en clement.

These polynomials allow use to be made of the Pierce sheaf rC'pn's('utation of

an O~ML (a construction almost identical to the creature of the :-ollmc nan\(' in rinp;

theory). Of course, in the case of a directly irreducible 011L this repn's('ntat ion

is entirely useless. But, in the setting of this thesis. the directly irreducihlf' O~ILs

considered are simple and of finite height. Therefore, the major drawh.\t'k of this

sheaf representation does not concern us.

The polynomials mentioned abo\'e are used to ensure that most of tht' st.alks

of the Pier~e sheaf are well behaved. More precisely, the set of points wh('n' tIll'

stalks are directly irreducible and of height at most n contains n dense open sp1. This

allows us to view the MacNeille completion of such an OML as the set of all st'diems

on dense open sets modulo equivalence on dense open sets. As I huve rt't'pnt Iy

become aw:-re (thanks in no small part to Prof. B. Mueller) this construction has

an analogue in torsion theories.

In the final section, I have given a method to construct OML5 whose MlIcN,..ille

completions are not orthomodular. Using examples constructed this wny, it is shown

that the primary result of this thesis cannot be extended to the variety gell<,rnh'c!

by the finite OMLs (unfortunately negating our hope of proving that the variety of

OMLs is not generated by its finite members). These pathological OMLs CClU hl.~

embedded into complete OMLs via a process not unlike completing the underlying

inner product space in the example described above.



2 Preliminaries

A fairl~' di.....erse range of subject material is used in this thesis. j\'Iost background

material is br:efly covered in this sectio:1, and even th~ reader with a good knowledge

of these matters is advised to skim the following pages as the rcquir('d notation is

introduced here.

2.1 Ortholattices and orthomodular lattices

An orthocomplementation is a period two anti~isomorphism of a bounded lattice

which is also a complementation. An ortholattice (abbreviated: OL) is a pair

(L,') where L is a bounded lattice and ' i~ an orthocomplementation on L. It

follows easily from this definition that an orthocomplementation satisfies the usual

DeMorgan laws. As is customary, we refer to L as an ortholattice when no confusion

is likely.

An orthomodular lattice (abbreyiated: 01'1L) is an ortholattice (L,') which

satisfies the following condition called the orthomodular law

for all a ~ bEL, a V (a' " b) = b,

or its equivalent form

for all a ~ bEL, b" a' = 0 if and only if a = b.

(2.1 )

(2.2)

Standard examples of OMLs include Boolean algebras and lattices of closed sub

spaces of Hilbert spaces, with orthogonality being the orthocomplementation. The

standard reference for OLs and OMLs is [17].
A relation C is defined on an O:ML L b~'

aCb if (a V b)" (a Vb') = a.

\Ve say that pairs in this relation are pairs of commuting elements. It can be

shown that C contains t1~e partial ordering of L and that aCb if and only if the

sub-ortholattice generated by {a, b} is Boolean. A block of L is defined to be a
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ma.ximal set of pairwise commuting dements. or equiYa1l'lltly a 1H:lxinml nlloll':ln

subalgebra of L. C( L). the centre of 1. is defined to be th(' intersl'cl ion of thc' hIewks

of L. This definition of the centre of an O~IL agree's with th<' usual dC'finit ion of

the centre of a lattice.

There are se"cral interesting and important properties of the' fongnu'IH'c'S of :11l

O~IL; all of this information can be found in [171· For an O~IL L. tIl<' (,()U~T\l('IWt'S

of L permute, that is to sa~' that for congruences 8, 4> of L 80 4> = 00 H whc'n'

80 ¢ is the usual relational product. Equi\'nlentlr, we snr thnt Hand 4> pl'rmutl'

if (a, b) E 8 V 4> implies that there exists eEL with (a, c) E 8 and (c. II) E o.
Also, the congruences of L are exactly the binary relations which arl' congru('lu'C's

of the lattice reduct of L , so the congruence lattice of an OML is dist.rilmti\'{' as the

congruence lattice of an~' lattice is distributh·e. Congruences of an GML slmrc' tlJ('

same pleasant property exhibited by Boolean algebras, groups, etc.; il l'ongrueun' is

completely det·ermined by one of its equh-alence classes. This relationship is giwu

by

a8b if and only if « a V b) /\ (a' V b'))80. (2.3)

Certain congruences will play an important role in this thesis, the factor l'OIl

gruences. A congruence 8 of an algebra .4. is called a factor congruence if t.here

exists a congruence ~ of A. with ..1 canonically isomorphic to .4./8 x .4/4>. It. is (·asHy

seen that a congruence 8 is a factor congruence if and only if there is n cougnt

ence ~ with 8/\4> = A, 8 V 4> = .42 and 8,4> permuting. If the congruence lattice

of an algebra .4. is distributive, then the factor congruences of .-l form a Dooll'au

sublattice of the congruence lattice of .4, For an GML L, the Doolean algehrn of

factor congruences of L is isomorphic to the centre of L. This isomorphism ('till he

described by mapping the central element e to the factor congrucncc 8(c), \\'ht'l'l'

B(c) is given by

8(e) = {(a, b) E L2
: a /\ c' = b /\ c'} = {(a, b) E L2

: (a V b) /\ (a' V b') ~ e}. (2.4)

The following simple observation will be quite useful

L is directly irreducible if and only if C(L) = {O, I}. (2.5)
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An O~...IL L is said to be of height at most 71 if evcry chain in L has at most

1L + 1 clements, and chain finite if evcr)' chain in L is finite. It follows from a rcsult

of Dilworth's [9], and is pro\'cd explicitly in [17], that cver)' congruence of a chain

finitc OML is a factor congruence. Therefore,

a chain finite OML is directly irredac~ble if and only if it is simple. (2.6)

2.2 MacNeille completions

An ideal of a lattice L is the intersection of principal ideals if and only if it is

cqual to the sct of lower bounds of the set of its upper bounds. Such ideals are

call~d normal ideals. L, the set of normal ideals of the lattice L, forms a complete

lattice under set inclusion and is called the MacNeille completion [19] of L. It is

easily seen that L can be join and meet densely embedded into L. In fact, these

properties determine the MacNeille completion of L up to isomorphism [5,21]. That

is, if C is a complete lattice into which L can be join and meet densely embedded

then C is isomorphic to L.

Given an ortholattice (L,'), an orthocomplementation .L may be defined on L

as follow.l:

[J. = {x E L: x' is an upper bound of I}. (2.7)

This orthocomplementation extends that of L and is uniquely determined b)' this

propert.y [18]. The OL (L,1.) is called the MacNeille completion of the OL L. It

is then easily seen that if C is a complete OL into which L can be join dem:;ely

embedded then C is isomorphic to the MacNeille completion of L.

The following propert), of O1'1Ls will be quite useful to us. For Q' an embedding

of an O:ML L into an' OlvlL Ai, Q' is a join dense embedding if

for each 0 =/: mEAl there exists 0 =fi I E L with a{l) :5 m. (2.8)

2.3 Universal algebra

A class of algebras of the same t)'pe is said to be a variety if it is closed under the

formation of products, homomorphic images and subalgebras. Birkhoft' has shown
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that a class of algebras of the same type is a "ariety if and only if it is t11<' dass of all

models of some set of identities (first order formulas admitting only atomil' lmiYt'rsnl

quantification) over the language of the algebras. Note that the ortholllodlllar la\\"

is equivalent to the identity

x V (xf A (x V y)) = x V y

so the class of all OML~ is a variety.

A subdirectly irreducible algebra is one with a least nontrivial congruell("(,. TIl<'

notions of directly irreducible and simple should be obvious from classical nlgt'lmt.

It easily follows that a simple algebra is s\.lbdirectly irreducible, and a subclil'('dly

irreducible algebra is directly irreducible,

A subalgebra of a product of a family of algebras is said to be suhdircd if eneh

projection map is surjective. Birkhoff has also shown that any algebra in a gi\'t'n

\'ariety is isomorphic to a subdirect product of subdirectly irreducible algc·brns in

that variety.

Given a family of algebras (A.i)iel of the same type, and a first m'der formula

!p(Xl, ••• ,In) in the language of these algebras and at, ... , an E n.'t.i define

For U an ultrafilter over the set I the relation 0 on nAi defined by

a0b if and only if [a = b] E U

is a congruence on nAi. Vie follow the customary practice of using U and the asso

ciated congruence 0 interchangeably. The ultraproduct of (A.i)1 over U is definc~d

to be cn A.i)/0 and is denoted by nA.;jU. A very useful theorem due to Los stnks

IIAi!U F !pCat/U, ... , an/U) if and only if [er'Call' •. , an)D E U. (2.D)
iel

A variety of algebras is called congruence distributive if the congruence lattice

of each algebra in the variety is distributive. The variety of OMLs is congruence



distributive. The full usefulness of the ultraproduct construction is realized in con

gruence distributive varieties. Jonsson [:i.5j has shown that if a set A. of algebras

of the same type generates a congruence distributh'e variety, then the subdired.ly

irreducible algebras in that variety are homomorphic images of subalgebras of ul·

traproducts of families of algebras in A,.

A particular application of the above theor;r will be ...f importance to us. If V is

a "ariet,y generated by a set of O~IILs~ each having height at most n, then

the subdhr:'dl,Y irreducibles in V have height at most n. (2.10)

The proof of this fact follows easily from the observation that being of height at

most n is a first order property, and that ever~' variety of O~vILs is congruence

distributive.

All of the above information can be fonnd in [8].

2.4 Boolean algebras and Stone spaces

Given a Boolean algebra B, we define B· to be the set of all ma."dmal i)roper

ideals of B, and for each c E B define c· to be the sc:t of all ma.,imal proper ideals

of B which contain c. For c, dEB

so {c· : c'e B} is a basis for a topology on B· and B· with this topology is called

the Stone space of B. It is well known that the Stone space of B is a compact

zero-dimensional (has a basis of sets which are both open and closed) Hausdorff

space for which the sets which are both open and closed (often called cl"pen) are

exnct1~· the sets c· where c E B.

For a bounded chain C, let J=" be the field of subsets of C - {1} generated by

the sets ..4.1' = {y E C : y < x} where x ranges over C. As ever~' element of J=" has a

unique representation of the form
n

U(A'Z2i - .4.1'2._1) where Xl < X2 < ... < X2n E C,
i=1



the set B( C) of all finite. e"en length chains in C carries a natural Boo1<'an ~trtl(·l\ln·.

For x E B(C) let 1(x) be half of the length of J' and let x I •... , J'::l(r) 1)(' th(' d('llll'nt ~

of x in order of increasing size. Then if ~ and .L are the' ind\l('e'd partial ordt'rin~

and orthocomplementation on 6(C) we hm'c for x, y E B(C)

x ~ y if and only if for each 1 ~ i ~ 1(;r) there exists 1 ~ j ~ l(y) (2.11)

such that Y2j-l ~ ;r2i-1 < X2i ~ Y2j.

and that x.J. is defined by

xU x.J. = xU {O, I} and x n x.J. = x - {O.l}. (2.12)

It is immediatel:r evident that B(C), with the natural Boolean structure, is gener

ated b;r a sub-chain whicn is isomorphic to C. \Ve call B( C) the Boolean algf'hra

generated by the chain C. \Ve will make use of the fact tlmt a Boolean algdm\

generated b~' a chain is complete if and onl~' if it is finite.

For further information on Boolean algebras see [4].

2.5 Kalmbach's construction

In [16] Kalmbach introduced a method of constructing an 01vIL containing a

given lattice as a sublattice, showing that the variety of OMLs docs not satisfy any

particular lattic~ identities. This construction will be exploited in the finnl section

of this thesis to produce OMLs whose MacNeille completions arc not orthommlular.

For a bounded lattice L, define the set K:(L) to be the union of the sets B(C)

where C ranges over all 0, 1 sub-chains of L. Define a map 1.: K:(L) --+ K:( L) to be

the union of the complementations on the B(C) and define a relation ~ on K(L) to

be the union of the partial orderings on the B(C). Then, (K(L),~,1.) is an O~IL,

which will be referred to simpl)' as K(L).

Later, we will need certain recursive methods for finding joins and meets in

~(L). As a description of these methods amounts to a proof that K(L) is an OML,

a proof of this is given.
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Theorem 2.1 For L a bounded lattice, K(L) is an OML.

Proof.

From (2.11) it follows that ~ is a partial ordering and from (2.12) it follows that

.1 is indecd a function. For elements x, y of K(L), if x U y is a chain of L then the

suprcmum and infimum of these clements in S(x U y U to, I}) are their supremum

and infimum in K(L). Therefore, it follows immediatel~· from (2.11) that K(L)

satisfies (2.1), so if K(L) is indeed a lattice, it is an OML.

Claim. For x, y elements of K(L), if lex) = 1 then x V y exists.

Proof. The proof is by induction on ley). Assume that xU y is not a chain of

L, anel therefore that ley) > O. It is easily verificd that

Setting =j = {Y2i-1, Y2d for each 1.$ i $ l(y) and taking k least such that :r U Zk is

not a chain, b)' (2.13) x V Zk exists and by inductive hypothesis (x V =d V (y - =k)

exists, so

(2.14)

It is now easily verified that joins exist in K:(L). For x an y nonzero elements of

K(L), setting Wi = {X2i-l,X2i} for each 1 $ i $ lex), using the previous claim we

have

x VY = «(y V wd VW2)'.') VWl(r)' (2.15)

For x and y elements of K(L), to see that th~ infimum of x and y exists first

note that

·.C • {{Xl V Yb X2 A Y2} if Xl V YI < X2 A Y2
if lex) = ley) =1 then xAy = 0

otherwise
(2.16)

But, .: is a lower bound of {x, yr if and only if for each 1 $ k $ 1(=) there exists

1 ::; i $ lex), and 1 $ j :5 ley) such that X2i-l V Y2j-l :5 =2k-l < Z2k ~ X2i A Y2j' So

(2.li)
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If =is the result of an operation on elements .r, y of A.~(L) then : is a ('hain

in the sublattice of L generated by xU y U {0,1}. This follows immediatl'1~' from

(2.7.2) for the operation .L and by a simple induction using (2.13) through (2.15)

for join. Then (2.15) and (2,1 i) provide the result for meets. As a corollary of thi~

observation,

if AI is a 0,1 sublattice of L then ~U'.J) is a subalgebra of K(L).

2.6 Sheaves

(2.18)

The notion of a sheaf of sets has several wildly varying descriptions: as il local

homeomorphism between two topological spaces, or as a contraYnricllt functor from

a frame to the category of sets satisfying certain conditions. The notion of a slH~af

of groups, rings etc. can be similarly described by requiring that the stalks of tlw

local homeomorphism each have a group structure compatible with the topology, or

by a contravarient functor from a frame to the category of groups satisfying ct'rtain

conditions.

For many applications of sheaves to universal algebra, the simpler notion of il

Boolean product. given by Burris and Werner (see [S]) suffices. A different definition

of a sheaf of algebras will be used in this thesis as I believe it makes for a simpler

and more natural presentation. The notion used here might be more nppropl'iately

called a topological product of a family of algebras. The global sections of n slwnf

of algebras are a natural example of such a topological product.

Such matters aside, the only sheaf actually considered in this thesis is the Pierce

sheaf of an algebra, and readers familiar with standard approaches to sheaves will

have no trouble putting our definitions and results into standard terminology.


























































